Fatal Lyme carditis and endodermal heterotopia of the atrioventricular node
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Summary: A fatal case of Lyme carditis occurring in a Suffolk farmer is reported. Post-mortem examination of the heart showed pericarditis, focal myocarditis and prominent endocardial and interstitial fibrosis. The additional finding of endodermal heterotopia (‘mesothelioma’) of the atrioventricular node raises the possibility that this could also be related to Lyme infection and account for the relatively frequent occurrence of atrioventricular block in this condition. Lyme disease should always be considered in a case of atrioventricular block, particularly in a young patient from a rural area. The heart block tends to improve and therefore only temporary pacing may be required.

Introduction

Lyme disease is caused by the spirochaete Borrelia burgdorferi and may affect the heart. Clinically, Lyme carditis is commonly associated with atrioventricular block. There are few reports of histopathological changes in the heart, these being from the United States. Fatal Lyme carditis has only rarely been reported and not previously in Great Britain.

Case report

A 31 year old male farmer from Suffolk was found following an interval appendicectomy to have a bradycardia due to narrow complex complete heart block. Three months previously an appendix abscess had been drained. At that time he had mild hypertension 180/110 mmHg, left ventricular hypertrophy and a small left kidney. There was no previous history of systemic upset or skin rash to suggest a diagnosis of Lyme disease. The Lyme ELISA was strongly positive > 100 units and the immunofluorescent antibody titre was positive at 1/512. IgM direct immunofluorescence, which would be expected to be positive from about the 2nd to the 6th week in a case of Lyme disease, was negative. There are no data available on the prevalence of Lyme antibodies in Suffolk. However, examination of 643 ante-natal sera from a rural high incidence area (Salisbury – D.J.M. Wright, personal communication) gave the following results: 601 (93.5%) were negative, 35 (5.4%) were weakly positive and 7 (1.1%) gave positive results. Of these 7 positive sera all but one were of less than 40 ELISA units and the remaining specimen was positive at 48 units. In the context of these results the serological findings in this case are strongly suggestive of Lyme infection. The negative IgM direct immunofluorescence would suggest that the infection was beyond the initial acute phase. ASO titres, serology for syphilis, viral and autoimmune screen were negative except for the finding of thyroid microsomal antibody.

At autopsy there was an enlarged heart (530 grams) with biventricular hypertrophy and organizing fibrinous pericarditis mainly over the right atrial appendage. There was some thickening of the mitral valve cusps with increased amounts of cellular connective tissue. Other valves were normal. The endocardial surface of both ventricles showed white patches and histology confirmed prominent endocardial fibrosis (Figure 1) with focal loss of myocytes and areas of mononuclear inflammatory cell infiltration. There were occasional small aggregates of lymphocytes and macrophages within the myocardium (Figure 2) and multiple small foci of myocardial fibrosis. A Warthin-Starry stain for spirochaetes was negative. The coronary arteries showed minimal atherosclerosis. Examination of the conducting system revealed endodermal
heterotopia of the atrioventricular node (Figure 3) characterized by small spaces lined by epithelioid cells with some surrounding lymphocytic infiltrate. Immunoperoxidase staining of the epithelioid cells using antibodies to the epithelial markers CAM 5.2 and CEA was positive and to Factor VIII-related antigen, vimentin and desmin was negative. These results are in keeping with others who have suggested that this proliferation is of endodermal rather than mesodermal origin and therefore the more widely used term 'mesothelioma’ is best avoided. Other significant findings at autopsy were a large spleen (500 g) which showed prominent autolysis with expansion of the red pulp and a small coarsely scarred left kidney (30 g) which histologically showed a chronic interstitial nephritis. There was a conspicuous diffuse lymphocytic infiltrate with germinal centres in the thyroid gland. Sections from liver, lung, right kidney, lymph node, synovia and brain were within normal limits.

Discussion

A recent report has reviewed the manifestations of Lyme carditis and emphasized its increasing importance as a reversible cause of atrioventricular block. The failure to consider the diagnosis may prompt the unnecessary implantation of a permanent pacemaker with all the long term implications of this decision. Despite the low incidence of Lyme disease in the United Kingdom we would recommend the clinician to be especially vigilant in young patients from rural areas presenting with heart block and to thoroughly review any antecedent history suggesting exposure to insect bites or systemic upset. If any such history is obtained then temporary pacing should be considered and an attempt be made to establish the diagnosis of Lyme disease serologically. The heart block associated with Lyme disease tends to improve over a short period and an expectant approach has been recommended as the long term prognosis is excellent.

As well as conduction disorders there may be clinical evidence of myocarditis and pericarditis in Lyme disease. Endomyocardial biopsy in one case showed a lymphocytic infiltrate and myocyte necrosis. In another autopsy case with co-existent babesiosis the myocardial and sub-endocardial inflammatory cell infiltrate included plasma cells. The carditis in this case of Lyme disease affected all parts of the heart: there was pericarditis, prominent endocardial fibrosis and focal myocarditis. Applying the Dallas criteria for the diagnosis of myocarditis this case would be classified as showing mild predominantly lymphocytic inflammation and moderate endocardial and interstitial fibrosis. However, it should be remembered that the Dallas criteria were devised for the interpretation of sequential endomyocardial biopsies and clearly a single examination of the whole heart in this case is...
a rather different circumstance. Although no sequential histological material is available, this case may represent a later 'resolving' stage of Lyme carditis than previously described cases, with less inflammation and prominent areas of fibrosis, particularly in the endocardium. It is of interest that the histological features in this case resemble those seen in idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy and it is possible that some cases of this condition may actually represent an end stage of Lyme carditis. The finding of endodermal heterotopia of the atrioventricular node in this case, itself a rare lesion, may be incidental to the presence of Lyme carditis, though of relevance to the sudden death.

However, given that Lyme carditis is commonly associated with complete heart block we feel that it is important to draw attention to this association as well as describing the carditis of Lyme disease. Could Lyme infection have induced proliferation of endodermal cell rests in the region of the atrioventricular node either directly or by induction of inflammation in this area?
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Erratum

Dr Cary apologizes for three errors which occurred in his paper 'Fatal Lyme carditis and endodermal heterotopia of the atrioventricular node' (Cary et al. Postgrad Med J., 66: 134–136).

The errors occur on page 134 under the heading Case report:

1. Lines 10–15 (left hand column) should read, ‘The Lyme ELISA was strongly positive at 41 units and the immunofluorescent antibody titre was positive at 1/512. IgM indirect immunofluorescence, which would be expected to be positive from about the 2nd to the 6th week in a case of Lyme disease, was negative.’

2. Lines 11–13 (right hand column) should read, ‘The negative IgM indirect immunofluorescence would suggest that the infection was beyond the initial acute phase.’